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Introduction

Although the algebraic features of the theory of probability distributions

on an infinite-dimensional linear space generally resemble those of the fam-

iliar theory on finite-dimensional spaces, there are some important differences,

in which certain of the mathematical difficulties of quantum field theory

originate. In the present paper we treat one such aspect of distributions,

their absolute continuity and transformation properties, and initiate the

application of the results to uniqueness and classification problems arising in

the theory of quantum statistics.

From a purely mathematical viewpoint, the contrast with the finite

(-dimensional) situation is shown by the existence of a continuum of distinct

classes of quasi-invariant distributions on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert

space (i.e. distributions absolutely continuous with respect to all their trans-

lates), as opposed to the unique class in the finite case. The notion of distribu-

tion that is used here is a reformulation, which is required in order to ac-

commodate significant concrete cases as well as for theoretical purposes, but

which requires (in the infinite case) the abandonment of the idea of a dis-

tribution as a countably additive probability measure on subsets of the space.

The linear and topological structure of the space roughly compensates for

the loss of countable additivity, particularly in the case of Hilbert space, so

that there emerges an effective theory parallel in its preliminary formal as-

pects to the usual one.

In quantum field theory an important part is played by self-adjoint oper-

ators Pi, P2, • • •  and Qx, Q2, • • -   satisfying the (partially formal) relations

PjPk - a-PkPj = i[(l - <r)/2]8jkI = QjQk - *QkQj,

PjQk - o-QkPj = i[(l + o-)/2]8jkI,

where 7 is the identity operator, *'=( —1)(1/2), and a=±l, depending on

whether the field obeys Bose-Einstein (symmetric) or Fermi-Dirac (skew-

symmetric) statistics. The uniqueness of standard methods of "quantizing"

a partial differential equation depends on the extent to which: (1) such "ca-
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nonical systems" of operators are determined by these relations (within unitary

equivalence); (2) simple transformations preserving these relations ("pseudo-

canonical" transformations, say,—e.g. Qn—>ctnQn while Pm-^>a^}Pm, for a Bose-

Einstein field) are implementable by unitary transformations. Answers to

these questions that are fairly complete at the required level are deducible

from results and methods of the theory of distributions. They show the same

disparity between the finite and infinite cases,—the uniqueness [15] and the

(obvious) implementability of simple pseudo-canonical transformations by

unitary transformations in the finite case contrasting with great lack of

uniqueness and corresponding nonimplementability in the infinite case.

Together with the formal invariance of the standard methods of quantiz-

ing a partial differential equation under pseudo-canonical transformations

such as the one described, this indicates the impossibility of effecting such

quantization in a unique manner (even in the speciously simple case of free

fields), except in so far as the differential equation effectively paraphrases

a group representation (i.e. through the use of covariance considerations).

For such reasons it is natural to attempt to reformulate quantum field the-

ory so that it is a group representation rather than a partial differential equa-

tion that is the object to be quantized. But while this reformulation eliminates

the uniqueness difficulties, it suggests the questions of the structure and exist-

ence of canonical systems in the case of interacting fields. These questions

have not yet been explicitly resolved in the case of any higher-order inter-

action of realistic type. It therefore seems appropriate to approach them

through the classification of certain types of canonical sets as undertaken be-

low.

Absolute continuity and transformation of distributions are treated in

Part I of this paper. Among earlier work that is technically related we note

especially that of Kakutani [7, §3], Cameron and Martin [l] and [2, §4],

and von Neumann [16, §5]. Applications to Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac

fields are made in Parts II and III respectively. Another approach to similar

applications has been sketched by Garding and Wightman in [5] and [6];

cf. also Friedrichs [4]. Some of the results of Part II, in particular the non-

implementability by unitary transformations of the pseudo-canonical trans-

formations described above, were presented in a seminar on the mathematical

foundations of quantum mechanics at the Institute for Advanced Study in

1951-1952. For the physical background of our work we refer primarily to

[13] and the literature cited there.

I. Absolute continuity of distributions

1. Preliminaries. A "distribution" on a (real) linear topological space X

may be defined as an equivalence class of linear maps m from a dense linear

subspace X* of the dual 3C* of 3C, into the self-adjoint measurable operators

affiliated with a ring of operators (J (in the sense of Murray and von Neu-
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mann), on which there is defined a distinguished probability gage E (the

"expectation" functional), two such maps m and n being equivalent when for

any finite set of vectors xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xk in X*, the rings determined by

m(xx), m(x2), • • • , m(xk) on the one hand and by n(xx), n(x2), ■ ■ ■ , n(xk)

on the other, are algebraically isomorphic in a fashion that takes m(xf) into

n(xj) (j=l, 2, • • • , k) and preserves expectations. It is no significant loss of

generality to assume, as will always be done, that the expectation of a non-

negative operator vanishes only if the operator vanishes. The foregoing defini-

tion gives a formally slightly more general class than that treated in [12],

but a distribution in the present sense gives rise to a distribution in the former

sense relative to a different topology on 3C (namely, the weakest in which

all the functionals in X* are continuous), so that the theory of integration with

respect to distributions, as well as other aspects that are independent of the

topology on the underlying space, are applicable to the present class. A

distribution will frequently be denoted by a particular representative m for

its equivalence class. For example, the Hilbert space of all square-integrable

operators with respect to such a distribution may be denoted as L2(3C, m).

The distributions for which the ring ft is abelian may equivalently be

defined in terms of random variables rather than self-adjoint operators (all

such random variables being defined on the same space), with m equivalent

to n in case m(xx), m(x2), ■ ■ ■ , m(xk) on the one hand and n(xx), n(x2), • • • ,

n(xk) on the other have the same joint distribution for any finite set of vectors

Xi, Xi, • • • ,Xk in X*. Some readers may find it advantageous to interpret the

work in Part I in terms of this alternative definitition for the abelian case.

The treatment of Fermi-Dirac fields involves the nonabelian case, but non-

commutative absolute continuity considerations are significant for field the-

ory primarily in connection with the coupling of a Bose-Einstein with a

Fermi-Dirac field, which will not be treated here.

A distribution m in 3C is said to be continuous if it is everywhere defined

(i.e. 3C* = 3C*) and if whenever x^—>x in 3C* (relative to a specified topology,

which will be taken as the strong topology when 3C is a Banach space),

m(x\)—*m(x) in the sense that f(m(x\))—*f(m(x)) in L2, for all continuous real-

valued functions/vanishing outside compact sets; this type of convergence

of w(xx) is called "convergence in probability" or "asymptotic convergence,"

as this is what it amounts to in the case of an abelian distribution defined

through random variables. The distribution m is said to be closed if whenever

{xx} is a net in the domain X* of m that converges to an element x of 3C*,

in such a way that {m(x\)} is convergent in probability to a measurable oper-

ator/, then xEX* and m(x) =/.

Example 1. Let m be the canonical normal distribution on a Hilbert

space 3C. This is the unique (within a constant factor c, the variance param-

eter) abelian distribution on 3C such that orthogonal vectors in 3C* (which

may and will be identified with 3C, in the case of a Hilbert space) correspond
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to stochastically independent operators. Let T be any closed densely-defined

linear operator in 3C. Defining n as the distribution in 3C whose domain is

that of T and which is given by the equation ra(x) =m(Tx), then ra is closed.

To see this, note that a sequence of normal random variables of zero mean

converges in probability if and only if it converges in Li. For suppose that j un}

is such a sequence and suppose (as is not an essential loss of generality) that

w„—>0 in probability. Then if y>0 and if an denotes the variance of u„,

alSy2 + 2alfyt2exp [-t2/(2(rn)](2-iran)~<-ll2Mt, and integration by parts leads

without difficulty to the estimate cnSyi+2a^Sn(y)(y2 + l), where o„(y) is the

probability that | un\ exceeds y. Hence if x*,—>x and n(xk)^>f in probability,

with the Xk in the domain of T, then automatically n(xk)—>/ in Li. But

| m(x) | i = c\ x\, where c is a constant and | ■ 12 indicates the norm in L2, so

this means | 7x,-— Txj\i—>0. Hence x is in the domain of T, and hence of ra,

and ra(x) =/.

It is immediate that the covariance function C(x, y) =E[n(x)n(y)] of the

distribution ra has the form C(x, y) = (Ax, y), where A = T*T. It is interesting

to note that on the other hand, if A is any given non-negative self-adjoint

operator on 3C, there exists a unique distribution ra in 3C with the properties:

(1) the domain of ra is the domain of ^4(1/2); (2) for any finite set of vectors

Xi, Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xk in the domain of ra, n(xj), n(xi), ■ • ■ , n(xk) are jointly nor-

mally distributed with vanishing means; (3) the covariance function of n is

(^4x, y). This uniqueness follows from the fact that a (finite-dimensional)

normal multivariate distribution is determined by the corresponding means

and covariances, together with the definition of equivalence of distributions.

The foregoing distribution may appropriately be designated as the general

normal distribution in 3d with covariance operator A and vanishing mean. That

with mean a in 3C and covariance operator A is given by the equation w(x)

= m(A'-ll2)x) — (x, a)I, where 7 denotes the identity operator, and ra has the

same domain as ^4(1/2).

Definition 1. A distribution m on a Hilbert space 3C is said to be abso-

lutely continuous with respect to a distribution n on 30. (symbolically, m<n)

in case its domain contains that, 3D, of ra and there exists a completely addi-

tive homomorphism </> of the ring 91 of ra into the ring 9TC of m, (with extension

to the respective rings of measurable operators) taking n(x) into m(x), for

all x in 3D. The derivative of m with respect to n, denoted dm/dn, is defined as

the unique operator A in £i(77, ra) such that Em(<p(X)) =En(AX) for all oper-

ators X in 31, where Ed denotes the expectation functional for the distribution

d.
In connection with this definition it should be remarked that in the term

"homomorphism" is included the requirements that adjoints go into adjoints

and the identity into the identity. "Complete additivity" of a homomorphism

<t> is the property </>(lh, PM) =UM 0(PM), where {P„} is any indexed family of

mutually orthogonal projections (the indicated union being in the lattice of
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all projections). The most general such homomorphism is readily seen to be

obtained by following the homomorphism consisting of the restricting of the

operators in N to the orthocomplement of the range of the maximal projec-

tion annihilated by cp by a completely additive isomorphism. It is no essential

loss of generality to take the ring of any distribution to be standard (cf.

[10]), and making this assumption henceforth, any such isomorphism is auto-

matically onto (the weak closure of its image) and may be implemented by a

unitary equivalence. It follows readily that <f> may be extended to a homo-

morphism 4> of the algebra 91 of all operators measurable with respect to 91

into the corresponding algebra 9TC for m, that is uniquely determined by the

condition that (p(f(A)) =f(<b(A)) for every self-adjoint measurable operator A

and continuous real-valued function /on the line that vanishes outside a com-

pact set. It is therefore unambiguous and may be convenient to speak of 0

as taking the self-adjoint measurable operator A into 4>(A), although strictly

speaking it is not <f> but its extension </> that does this.

Two distributions m and n are said to be equivalent in the sense of abso-

lute continuity, or mutually absolutely continuous (symbolically, wz~«), in

case each is absolutely continuous with respect to the other. Evidently (in

view of the preceding paragraph) this is the case if and only if there exists

an algebraic isomorphism between 9TC and 91 that takes m(x) into n(x) for

all x in a common domain. Given that m<n, and that the domains coincide,

this is the case if and only if the central operator dm/dn is invertible; the

inverse is then carried by the isomorphism into dn/dm.

2. Approach to absolute continuity. In general in an infinite-dimensional

space it may be necessary to determine absolute continuity or evaluate de-

rivatives through reduction to the finite or other special case by means of

such a result as

Theorem 1. A distribution m is absolutely continuous with respect to a dis-

tribution n on a Hilbert space 3C if and only if

(1) its domain contains that of n, and if for every subspace F in a cofinal

directed system 2 of subspaces of the domain of n, mr is absolutely continuous

with respect to nF, where my and Uf denote the respective restrictions of m and n

to F;
(2) the net {dmw/dnF; 7£S| is convergent in Li(3C, n). In the event of

absolute continuity, the limit of this net is dm/dn.

We may note that the subspaces of the domain X of n are taken as di-

rected by inclusion. It is easily seen that a directed system of such subspaces

is cofinal if and only if every vector in X is contained in some subspace of the

system. The proof of the theorem uses an extension of the concept of condi-

tional expectation.

Definition 2. Let T be an operator that is integrable with respect to a

ring A and an expectation function (probability gage) E. The conditional ex-
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pectation of T with respect to a subring (B of ft is defined as the unique

integrable operator 7" affiliated with (B such that E(XT)=E(XT') for all

elements X of <B.

The existence of the conditional expectation, which will be denoted as

£[P|(B], follows from the theory of integration with respect to gages [10].

We next extend a result that is well known in the commutative case in other

forms (e.g. as a martingale convergence theorem).

Lemma 1.1. Let { &F; ££2} be a directed system of subrings of the ring ft,

with QF(ZQ-Gfor ££G, and let ft be generated (as a ring) by the QF. Then for

any integrable operator T affiliated with ft, J£[P| dp]; ££2} converges in

Li(a, E) to T.

There is no difficulty in making the estimate |£[P|(B]|ig | T\i, for any

subring (8, so that the operation of taking the conditional expectation is

bounded by unity, with respect to the Li norm. It follows that it suffices to

prove the convergence of the conditional expectations for a set of operators

that is dense in 7,i(ft, £). Now the set-theoretic union ft0 of the dF is such a

dense set. For otherwise, there would exist, by the Hahn-Banach theorem

and the known form for the continuous linear functionals on £i(ft, £), a

nonzero element 5 of CI such that E(SX) =0 for all X in ft0. As ft is standard,

it may be taken to be the left ring of a Hilbert algebra (cf. [10]) and £(57Y")

may then be represented in the form of a weakly continuous linear functional

E(SX) = (XT, S*'), where V denotes the element of the Hilbert algebra, left

multiplication by which is the operator T, and 7 denotes the identity. Now

fto is a self-adjoint algebra, so that as it generates ft must be weakly dense

in ft, implying that the foregoing functional must vanish identically, in

contradiction with the nonzero character of 5.

Proof of theorem. Taking the "only if" part first, (1) is obvious, so that

only (2) need be shown. Putting T = dm/dn and TF = dmF/dnF, it is easily

verified that £ [T\ &F] = TF, where dF is the ring generated by the continuous

functions vanishing outside compact sets, of the ra(x), with x varying over F,

while with this notation ft = ftgg. Hence by the cofinality of S, the ftp gener-

ate ft, and (2) follows from Lemma 1.1, as does the fact that T = limF TF, in

Li(3C, ra).

To prove the "if" part, let 4>F denote a completely additive homomorphism

of the ring <S>F determined by the ra(x), x in F, into the ring &F determined by

the m(x), x in F, whose extension $F takes ra(x) into m(x) for all x in F. Now

if ££G, the restriction of <po to ($>F is a completely additive homomorphism

of (S>F onto ft? whose extension to the ring "SiF of all measurable operators

with respect to (BP is readily shown to take ra(x) into m(x), x££. It follows

that this restriction coincides with <f>F, so that <PfC_4>g- Hence there exists an

algebraic homomorphism </>0 of the set-theoretic union (Bo of the ($>F, ££S,

into fto = Upes ftp, such that the restriction of (po to ($>F is <pF.
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It is convenient to introduce here the following type of convergence: a

sequence {Xk} of elements of the ring 01 of a probability gage space is said

to be "boundedly 72-convergent" (for short, P72-convergent) to an element

Xin case | Xk — X\ —»0 while | Xk\ » (i.e. the usual operator bound) is bounded.

We note that a self-adjoint subalgebra (R0 of (R generates 01 if and only if it

is dense in R with respect to PZ2-convergence. This is proved in [8] for fac-

tors, and there is no essential difficulty in extending the result to arbitrary

probability gage spaces by means of methods given in [10].

Next observe that <f>0 is P72-continuous: if \Xi} P72-converges to zero

(Xi in Go), then {(po(X/)} is P72-convergent to zero. To see this, note that

for any operator T in <S>F, Em(<p0(T)) = En(TDa), for any G containing F and

in 2, where Do — dma/dnG- It follows that Em(<po(T)) =En(TD) ior all T in

So, where D is the Pi-limit of the net }PC;G£2}. Now \cj>o(X,)\l

= Em(4>o(Xi*Xi)) =En(Xi*XiD). It is easy to conclude from the integrabil-

ity of D that En(Xt * XtD)^0 as *-> °o.

Now any operator X in 03 is the PZ2-limit of a sequence of elements of ($>a.

Hence <p0 may be extended to all of 03 by setting 4>(X) equal to the limit in

L2(SC, m) of the sequence {<po(Xi)}, where {Xi} is a sequence of elements of

A3o converging to X. That cp is well-defined follows from the continuity prop-

erty of <po proved above. There is no difficulty in verifying that it is a homo-

morphism. Passing to the limit in the equation Em(<po(Xi))—En(XiD)

(Xi in (Bo), it follows, using the definition of <p(X) and continuity properties

of the expectation, that Em(<p(X)) =E„(XD).

Now <j> is PZ2-continuous, i.e. <p(Xi)—*Q in L2(3C, m) and uniformly

boundedly in LX(3C, m) if {X,} is a sequence of elements of 03 that is BL2-

convergent to zero. For Em[<j>(X,) *<p(X{) ] =En(Xf * XiD)—>0. It follows in

particular that cp is completely additive. To complete the proof it remains

only to note that <p(n(x)) = m(x), by virtue of the definition of <bo and the

fact that cp extends cp0.

A stronger and substantially more applicable result than Theorem 1 is

valid when the distributions involved are closed. We may recall that a col-

lection of vectors (or submanifolds) in the domain K of a closed distribution

is determining in case for every vector x in the domain there is a sequence

{xi} of vectors in the given collection such that xk—>x, while w(xt)—>w(x) in

probability.

Corollary 1.1. A closed distribution m is absolutely continuous with re-

spect to a closed distribution n provided conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1

hold with 2 a determining (rather than cofinal) directed system of submanifolds

of the domain of n.

The simplest type of application of this result is to the case when 2 con-

sists of the subspaces spanned by ei, e2, ■ ■ ■ , ek (k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■), where [d]

is an orthonormal basis of domain vectors for the separable Hilbert space 77.
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This corollary is not strictly a special case of Theorem 1, but its proof follows

by the same method. Using the notation of the proof of Theorem 1, the only

points where the closed character of the distributions is required are (1) the

proof that the ring (B0 is strongly dense in (&; (2) the proof that <p(n(x)) =m(x)

for all x in the domain X of ra. For both of these it suffices to show that for

every x in 3£ and real-valued continuous function / vanishing outside a com-

pact set, </>(/(x)) is the 73Z2-limit of a sequence {<p(f(x/))}, with X; in a sub-

space F in 2. This is the case because of the determining and closed charac-

ters of X and n respectively, together with the 737.2-continuity of <p0-

3. Abelian and skew distributions. A still more readily applicable result

is available for the important special case of direct (resp. skew) products of

abelian (resp. skew) distributions^). This result in the abelian case is similar

to that of Kakutani in [7].

Theorem 2. Let m and n be closed abelian (resp. skew) distributions on a

Hilbert space 3C, which is the direct sum of the subspaces 3Cx, X£A, each of which

is contained in the domain of ra. Suppose that the restrictions of m and n to any

finite direct sum of the 3Z\ are the direct (resp. skew) products of the restrictions

of m and ra to the corresponding 3C\. Then if m and n are closed and the collection

of all finite direct sums of the 3C\ is determining for them, m is absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to n if and only if: (1) m\ is absolutely continuous with re-

spect to W\ for all X (where the subscript "X" indicates restriction to H\); (2) the

product JJx Enx[dm\/dn\] is convergent^).

We require first a lemma asserting that Li-convergence and 7,2-conver-

gence are equivalent in a certain situation.

Lemma 2.1. Let {T^} be a directed system of non-negative commuting

measurable operators with respect to a probability gage space, each of which has

unit expectation. Then the net {T^.} is convergent in Li if and only if the net

{ P"/2)} is convergent in Li.

Suppose that { T^} is convergent in L\. From the inequality

| 0(i/« _ 0(i/2)|2 ^   \a- b\

for arbitrary non-negative real numbers a and 6, it follows that | 5^ — 5^2

(2) A distribution m is defined as skew in case it is reflection-invariant (i.e. — ra(-) repre-

sents the same distribution as m( ■)), and m(x)m{y) +m(y)m(x) is central for all x and y in 3C.

This supersedes the definition of skew distribution given in [12], whose results are valid with

the present extended definition (and not always as stated), with the exception of Theorem 3, in

whose statement "skew distribution" should be replaced by "reflection-invariant distribution

m such that m{x)m{y) +m(y)m(x) =0 for orthogonal x and y." It may be noted that abelian

distributions may be correspondingly defined as those for which m{x)m(y) —m(y)m(x) is central

for all x and y in 3C; this has been proved by R. J. Blattner.

(3) A numerical product \\*c* *s said to be convergent here in case the net {IJieFCx}. where

F is an arbitrary finite set of indices, is convergent in the usual sense.
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S\TI1 — T,\i, where S„ = Tl\1/2>, which implies the "if" part of the lemma.

On the other hand, | PM —P„|i= | (Sll+S,)(SLI — Sr)\ i, as the P„ commute, and

applying Schwarz' inequality, it follows that | P„ — T,\ 1^ | S„+S„| 2| S„ — S,\ 2

S^\S„ — SV\2, from which the "only if" part follows.

Proof of theorem, Abelian case. It is clear that (1) must hold. Now let

2 denote the collection of all finite direct sums of the Xx, X£A, and for any

subspace P in 2 let my and nF be as above. Then it follows that mF<nF, and

in fact, putting DF = dmF/dnF and Px=7>3Cx, 7>j?= ITi=i Px<, where F

= Si-i ©3Cxi- Now by Corollary 1.1, {DF} must be convergent in L\,

which by Lemma 2.1 implies that {Df'2)} is convergent in L2.

Now consider |l>£/2>-Dam\2, where G=2ZLi ©3Cx<, with j<k. It is

readily computed that \D$/2)-D(a/2)\ =2-2 Re { TLU+i E[T^/2)]}. Hence

Re {Illj+i P»[P"/2']} -*1 as j, k-* °°, which means, noting that | En(T{1/2)) |

3*1, that the product JJx E„[Px1/2)] is convergent.

Now assume conversely that (1) and (2) hold. Reversing the argument

just made and using the converse part of Lemma 2 shows that {77^} is a

convergent net in Pi. It follows from Corollary 1.1 that m<n.

Proof of theorem, skew case. In connection with this part of the proof we

make

Definition 3. Let m{ (i= 1, 2) be skew distributions on the Hilbert spaces

3Cj with skew product m on 3C = 3Ci©3C2. Let P< be measurable with respect

to the ring of m,-. The skew product Pi X T2 of Pi with P2 is defined as the

operator P measurable with respect to the ring of m that is given by the equa-

tion P = Pi T{, where P< is the image of P,- under the (unique) completely

additive isomorphism of the measurable operators with respect to mi into

the measurable operators with respect to m that takes mt(x) into m(x).

Lemma 2.2. The skew product of operators has the form

2Pi X T2 = Ti X (Ti + Q2T2Q2) + d X (Ti - 02r202)

relative to the representative for the skew product of distributions given by the

equation m(xi, x2) =mi(xi) X.I2+®iX.m2(x2), where Q< is the unitary operator

on L2(Ki, mi) induced by reflection x-^ — x on 3C,-.

Using the notation of the definition of skew product, Pi' = PiX72, for the

map Pi—>PiX72 is a countably additive isomorphism of the ring of measura-

ble operators with respect to mi into the corresponding ring for m, taking

mi(x) into m(x), ior all x in 3Ci. On the other hand, for corresponding reasons,

27V =IiX(^iTA + T2)+^liX(T2-n2T2il2), and the lemma follows directly.

Lemma 2.3. Let mt and ni be skew distributions with mi<n, (i=l, 2). Then

the skew product m of mi with m2 is absolutely continuous with respect to the

skew product of Wi and n2, and dm/dn is the skew product of dmi/dni and dm2/dn2.

Using the factorization of an arbitrary completely additive homomor-

phism of the ring of a probability gage space onto another such ring that is
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given above, as the product of a restricting to an invariant subspace with an

isomorphism, it is readily seen that it suffices to prove the lemma for the

case when m, and n, are equivalent in the sense of absolute continuity

(i=l, 2). Then there exists a unitary transformation Wi from the Hilbert

space on which (Rn< acts to that on which (Rm< acts, where Sid denotes the ring

of the distribution d, that implements the isomorphism corresponding to

the absolute continuity (i=l, 2). Now define W by the equation 2W

= WiX(SliW£li+Wi) +IiX(Wi-Q,iWiQ,i). There is no difficulty in verifying
that W is unitary and induces the transformation of the skew product

PiX Ti of elements of (R„, and (R„2 into the skew products of </>i(7\) and <pi(Ti),

where <£,- is the isomorphism of (Rnj onto (Rm,. given by the hypothesis. It fol-

lows that there exists a completely additive homomorphism of (R„ onto (Rm

that takes n(x) into m(x), x£3Ci©3C2.

To evaluate dm/dn, =D say, note that for arbitrary Xi in 6tni,

E [cj>(XiXXJ ] = £ [<pi(X>) Xfa (X*)} =E[<pi(Xi) }E[4>i(Xi) ] = E(XiDi)E(XtDi)
= E(XiDiXXiDi), where the gages relative to which the respective expecta-

tions are formed are indicated by the context. Now using the commutativity

of Di with ft,-, which results from the reflection-invariance of mi and ra„ it

follows readily from Lemma 2.2 that XiDiXX2Dz= (XiXXi)(DiXD2). To
conclude the proof of the lemma it is only necessary to show that the skew

products X1XX2 generate the ring of raiXra2. Now this ring is generated by

the real-valued continuous functions vanishing outside of compact sets, of

the rai(xi)X72-r-£2iXra2(x2), x,£77j. But if A and B are measurable operaters

and if / is continuous and vanishes outside a compact set, f(A +B) is in the

ring generated by A and B, for it commutes with all unitary operators com-

muting with both A and B. Hence we may restrict ourselves to the products

of continuous functions vanishing outside of compact sets, of the rai(xi)X72

and of the fiiXra2(x2), showing that the products XiXXi generate.

The proof for the skew case may now be completed along the same lines

as the proof in the abelian case, once it is noted that the derivatives dmF/dnF

are mutually commutative, for they are skew products of the reflection-

invariant operators dm\/dn\, and the skew product of reflection-invariant

operators is identical with their direct product, in the particular representa-

tion of the skew product employed above.

4. Affine transformations relative to the normal distribution. As an il-

lustration of the foregoing and for its intrinsic interest we treat in this section

the absolute continuity properties of the transform of the canonical normal

distribution under the affine transformation x—*7x+a, where T is a given

operator and a is a given vector. Our results may be compared with those of

Cameron and Martin [l] and [2], which are related to ours via the repre-

sentation of Brownian motion in terms of the canonical normal distribution

that is noted in [ll]. For simplicity of expression of the derivative we use

in this section the random variable formulation of distributions.

The manner in which results such as those of Cameron and Martin may
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be derived from the present work may be illustrated by examining the case

of pure translations. Let C denote the space of all continuous real-valued

functions on the interval [0, l] that vanish at 0, relative to Wiener measure.

Then if k is an absolutely continuous element of C, with k' in L2(0, 1), the trans-

formation x(f)—>x(t)+k(t) on C is absolutely continuous with respect to Wiener

measure. This extends [l], in which it is assumed that k' is of bounded varia-

tion, and the form of the derivative shows that the present result is best pos-

sible. To prove it observe: (1) There exists a unique unitary multiplicative

transformation U from L2(H, n) onto L2(C) that takes n(f) into fof(t)dx(t),

where 77 = L2(0, 1), and n is the canonical normal distribution on 77. (2) Any

such transformation between the spaces of square-integrable random vari-

ables over probability spaces is uniquely extendable to an isomorphism be-

tween the corresponding rings of all random variables that preserves expecta-

tion. (3) The equivalence of the canonical normal distribution to any of its

translates, in the sense of absolute continuity, means that for any h in 77,

there exists a unique isomorphism Vn of the ring of all random variables

over 77 with respect to n that takes n(f) into n(f) + (f, h), where (/, h)

= flf(t)h(t)dt. (4) UVhU~l is then an isomorphism of the ring of all random

variables over C that is uniquely determined by the property that it carries

jlf(t)dx(t) into Jlf(t)dx(t)+(f, h), ior all / in 77. (5) If * = *', Jlf(t)dx(t)
+ (/, h) =Jof(t)d[x(t)+k(t)]. The derivative given in [l] transforms under U

into the derivative given by Theorem 3 for this special case.

Linear transformations may be similarly treated. For clarity of the idea

we limit ourselves to transformations of the type

x(t) -» x(t) +   j    K(t, s)x(s)ds
<J o

with K(t, s) continuous; the more general case in which K(t, s) has a jump at

t = s can be similarly treated. If K(t, s) is absolutely continuous as a function

of t for almost all fixed s, and if Jgfl | Kt(t, s) \ 2dsdt is finite, then the foregoing

transformation of C into C is absolutely continuous. For Kt(t, s) is then a Hil-

bert-Schmidt kernel, so that Theorem 3 applies to the transformation:

fil)~>/(0+/d-^<>(5> t)f(s)ds, while on the other hand

f   |"/(0 +  f  K^, Of(s)ds   dx(t) =   f  f(t)dt   x(t) +  f  K(t, s)dx(s)   .
•7 o   L 70 J Jo L Jo

This extends the corresponding result of [2], in which considerably more is

assumed about K, and again the form of the derivative shows that the result

is in a sense best possible.

Theorem 3. For any closed densely-defined linear transformation T on the

Hilbert space 3C with dense range, the transform by T of the canonical normal

distribution n on 3C is absolutely continuous with respect to n if and only if
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(P*P)(1/2) is nonsingular and has the form I+B, where B2 is an operator with

absolutely convergent trace. In the latter event the normal distribution with co-

variance operator A =T*T and general mean a in II is likewise absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to ra, with derivative expressible in case B has absolutely

convergent trace as

(det A)-^1^ exp [-{((A-1 - I)x, x) - 2(A~1x, a) + (A^a, a)}/2].

The derivative, say u(x), is given here as a function on 3C; strictly speak-

ing, it should be formulated as a measurable function with respect to the

distribution n. The simplicity of the function is however such that its proper

interpretation as a random variable is clear, and it may for example be de-

fined as the limit in mean of the net of tame functions {p(PFx)} as £—>3C,

where F is an arbitrary finite-dimensional linear manifold left invariant by

B, and PF denotes the operation of projection onto F. The determinant,

det A, may of course be defined as the product of all the proper values of A

(each taken with its multiplicity), the convergence of this product following

directly from the hypothesis.

To prove the "if" part, take a basis {e{} of proper vectors for T*T, and

apply Theorem 2, which asserts that m<n, where m denotes the normal dis-

tribution with covariance operator A and mean 0, and the canonical normal

distribution n is taken as having covariance operator ci, provided the follow-

ing product is convergent:

5£{[<2^exp(-i(l-«')*I

r    l /    x'x-j-1)1/2      /    x2\    dx

I^ttc)1'2 eXp\     ~2c~)j    j       eXP\~2c~)~(2Tcyi2

here ^4e;=X,e, and a;= (a, et). The ith factor in this product is readily evalu-

ated as ^X/Al-r-X/)2]1'4 exp [-a?/4(l+X/)L X/ =X,/c, and putting X^21

= l+d; and estimating for small 5,-, it is straightforward to verify that the

convergence of z^f % and °f Z~l* a\ imply that of the product. For future

reference we note that conversely the convergence of the product implies that

of Xa 8*- The expression for the derivative is precisely that given by Theorem

2, using the well-known form for the normal distribution in a finite number of

dimensions.

Now we turn to the "only if" part. We show first that it suffices to con-

sider the case when A is bounded. For otherwise the restrictions of m to the

spectral manifolds of A on which A is bounded must be absolutely continuous

with respect to the corresponding restrictions of n. Hence if the result were

established in the bounded case it would follow that the restriction of A to

any spectral manifold on which it is bounded has the form I'+B', with 7'

the identity relative to the submanifold and B' an operator with absolutely
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convergent trace. This implies that either A itself has the stated form, or else

A has a sequence of proper values tending to infinity, which violates the con-

dition 2^ii 8? < °° obtained above (restricting to the submanifold spanned by

the proper vectors corresponding to the proper values forming the sequence

tending to infinity).

So now suppose that A is bounded. We observe next that A has vacuous

continuous spectrum. For otherwise, restricting to the spectral manifold de-

termined by the continuous spectrum, we could assume that A has pure con-

tinuous spectrum. The spectral theorem then shows that the group of all

orthogonal transformations on 77 that commute with A leaves invariant no

submanifold of finite positive dimension. Since the derivative of m with

respect to n must clearly be invariant under this group, it must be constant

by Theorem 1 of [14], contradicting the assumption of pure continuous spec-

trum. Thus A has pure discrete spectrum. Choosing a basis of proper vectors,

forming the same infinite product as above, and recalling the necessity of

the condition 2^f 52 < <x> for convergence, it follows that A has the stated

form.

Now defining a "quasi-invariant" distribution on a linear space as an

abelian one that is equivalent in the sense of absolute continuity to all of its

translates, we may state

Corollary 3.1. On an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space there exist at least

continuum many inequivalent quasi-invariant distributions.

In fact, the distributions making up this continuum may be taken to be

extremely smooth, as Theorem 3 implies directly that the canonical normal

distributions with varying variance parameters are all quasi-invariant and

mutually inequivalent.

5. Distributions and infinite direct products of Hilbert spaces. To deal

with a certain class of transformation questions for the distributions con-

sidered in §3, it is convenient to relate them to von Neumann's concept [16]

of infinite direct product of Hilbert spaces with distinguished unit vectors

(which in field theory play the role of vacuum states). For present purposes

we may reformulate the notion as

Definition 4. For each index X in the set A, let Z\ be a unit vector in the

complex Hilbert space K\. A system (3C, z, f F) consisting of a complex Hilbert

space X, a unit vector z in X, and for each finite set P of indices, an isometric

map £f of the direct product ®\sfX\ into X, is called an (infinite) direct

product of the (X\, z\) (X£A) in case: (1) if FCC and if xx = Zx for X£C — F,

then £G®\eG X\ = £f®\efX\ (the indicated multiplication of vectors being

with respect to the direct product); (2) $>®xsfZx = z, for all P; (3) the ranges

of the f f span X.
A direct product always exists and is unique within unitary equivalence

(in the sense that for any two such systems, there is a unitary transformation

between the corresponding 3C's that exchanges the z's and the f F's. The proof
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of this may be inferred from [16] or given directly through the use of direct

limit techniques (cf. e.g. the proof of Theorem 1 in [12]). The relevance of

this variety of product to distributions is due to the fact that if m is a closed

abelian (resp. skew) distribution on a Hilbert space 3C, and if the 3£\ are as

in Theorem 2, then the map £'F: Mx,® • • • ®Mx„—>«*, • • • u\n (where the U\

are arbitrary in Z2(3C\, Wx) and F is the set Xi, • • • , X„) has a unique isometric

extension to (g>"=1 7,2(3Cx,-, m\/) and (L2(3Z, m), I, $F) is the direct product of

the (L2(3C\, mx), 7). The proof involves no essential novelty and may be

omitted.

The following theorem, which can be compared with results in [16] may

be regarded as giving a necessary and sufficient condition that an infinite

product of automorphisms of respective rings of all bounded operators on

an infinite set of Hilbert spaces, be convergent.

Theorem 4. Let (X, z, $>) be the direct product of the (X\, z\) (X£A), araa"

let A\ be an automorphism of the ring of all bounded linear operators on X\.

Then there exists an automorphism A of all bounded operators on X that agrees

with fx^xfx' on fx(3Cx) if and only if the (numerical) product IJx| G4x(Px)zx,zx) |

is convergent, where P\ denotes the projection of X\ onto the one-dimensional sub-

space spanned by Zx.

Note first that if Xx£3Cx, |xx| =1, a necessary and sufficient condition

that £F®\eF xx converge with F (to an element of X) is that the product

IJx (xx, zx) be convergent, For if FC.G,

| ff ®xsf xx — fo ®xeo xx |   = 2 — 2 Re <   Yi   (*Xi «x) (
UeG-F /

must tend to unity as F and G increase arbitrarily. But as | Uxee-i? (xx, Z\) \

gl, this implies that Im { Uxeg-p (x\, zx)}—>0, so that Hxea-y (x\, 2x)—»1,

i.e. the product is convergent. In the event of convergence the limit may be

designated as IJxXx, which indicated product may then also be called con-

vergent.

It is easily verified that if T\ is a continuous linear operator on Xx with

T\ = I\ for all but a finite number of X, then there exists a unique continuous

linear operator T on K such that T^ffa^ ■ • • <8>u\j) =fp(Px1«i<8) ■ ■ •

^TxjUxj). This operator may be designated Hx 7\. Next observe that if V\

is a given unitary operator on 3Cx, there exists a unitary operator V on K

such that FJJx xx= IJx ^^x for all JJx xx in which x\ = z\ except for a finite

set of X, if and only if the numerical product IJx (V\Z\, Z\) is convergent. The

necessity is clear from the preceding paragraph together with the fact that

Hx zx converges. To show the sufficiency, observe that Hx V\X\ is convergent

in case Hx (V\X\, z\) is convergent, and this product is identical with the

product Hx (V\Z\, Zx) except for a finite number of factors. When such an

operator V exists, it may be denoted as Hx ^x, which product may be called
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convergent. It should be noted that JJx V\ is the strong limit of the net

ITagf ^x> as the finite subset P of the index set increases arbitrarily, where

ITxeF ^x denotes JJx V{ with V/ =7x for X not in P. We note also the fol-

lowing readily proved formulas: if Xlx ^x and IJx Px are convergent products

of unitary operators, then [Xx (S\T\) and [\\ S* are convergent and

(IIx SxXlL Tx) = IIx (5xPx), while (IL 5X)*= Hx St
Now any automorphism of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space is

induced by some unitary transformation on the space which is unique within

multiplication by a scalar. Hence if an automorphism A with the stated

property exists, it is induced by some unitary operator U such that

^* (ITx V\) U = Ylx A\(V\) ior any convergent product J^\ Fx of unitary

operators. Putting V\ = i— (i— 1)P\, which is a unitary operator, then V\Z\

= 2x, so that JJx ^x 's convergent, implying that H>^4x(Fx) is also conver-

gent, which in turn implies the convergence of the numerical product

Ux (A\(V\)z\, Z\). The Xth factor in the latter product is l + (i—l)

■ (1 — (A\(P\)z\, Zx)), and using the fact that the product JJx (l+(i — l)a\) is

convergent with 0 ^crxSsl if and only if 2^x cx is convergent, it follows that

J^x (1 — (A\(P\)z\, Zx)) is convergent. This implies that the given product is

likewise convergent.

To see the converse, let Cx be a unitary operator on X\ that induces the

given automorphism ^4x and is such that (U\Z\, Z\) ^0. Then the given product

is termwise the square of the product JJx (U\,Z\, Z\). It follows that JJx Cx

exists and it is clear that this unitary operator induces an automorphism A

with the stated property.

II. Bose-Einstein canonical systems

1. Quasi-invariant distributions and canonical systems. A "formal Bose-

Einstein canonical system" may be defined as pair of indexed families

Pi, Pi, • ■ • and @i, Qi, • • • of operators on a linear vector space such that

the commutation relations

P3Pk - PkP3- = 0 = Q3Qk - QkQ,-,       PjQk - QkPj = iSjkl

are satisfied. From the viewpoint of field theory, (2~1)ll2(Pj+iQj) is the

"creation" operator(4) for a particle with a certain wave function e,-. The

e, span a Hilbert space 3C, of all "one-particle" states, and a canonical set as

just defined thus depends on the choice of a basis in 3C. To arrive at a defini-

tion that is formally equivalent and independent of a basis, one needs to

postulate a creation operator for a particle with arbitrary wave function x in

XL. This leads to what may be described as an invariant formal Bose-Einstein

canonical set, which is defined as a pair of linear maps x—>P(x) and x—>()(x)

from a real Hilbert space 3C to the elements of an algebra as before, with the

commutation relations

(*) See, e.g., [ll, p. 108], where however nil,2) should be replaced by (w + l)<1/2) throughout.
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P(x)P(y) - P(y)P(x) = 0 = Q(x)Q(y) - Q(y)Q(x),

P(x)Q(y) - Q(y)P(x) = i(x, y)I.

(The reality of 3C is not significant; it arises from the physical requirement

of invariance under charge conjugation, which need not be examined here.)

However, for well-known reasons arising from difficulties with unbounded

operators (cf. e.g. von Neumann [15]), these relations are still technically

inappropriate, but become so when transformed by a device due to Weyl

into corresponding relationships for the unitary operators c7(x)=exp (iQ(x))

and V{x) =exp (iP(x)). These relations are: U(x+y) = U(x)U(y); V(x+y)

= V(x) V(y); U(-x) V(-y) U(x) V(y)=e*x-y)I (x and y arbitrary in 3C).

Both for theoretical purposes and for application to interacting quantum

fields it appears appropriate to require something less than ordinary con-

tinuity of the U(-) and V(-), although a certain degree of continuity is es-

sential. The relevant topology is that whose open sets are those that meet

every finite-dimensional subspace in a set open in the relative (euclidean)

topology. The way this arises in field theory is that the U and Ffor interact-

ing fields (assuming their existence) arise from those £70 and Vo for the cor-

responding free (uncoupled) fields as follows: U(x) =limn S^1 Uo(x)Sn, V(x)

= lim,, S^1 V(x)Sn, where {S„} is a sequence of unitary operators. The Uo and

Vo, which are given relatively explicitly, are continuous on 3C in the norm

topology on 3C, but all that can be asserted about U and V, which in general

can not be explicitly evaluated, is that their restrictions to arbitrary finite-

dimensional subspaces are continuous. Hence we make

Definition 5. A Bose-Einstein canonical system over a Hilbert space 3C

is a pair (U, V) of unitary representations of the additive group of 3C on a

complex Hilbert space X, that have continuous restrictions to every finite-

dimensional subspace and satisfy the relations U(x)V(y)U( — x)V(—y)

= ei(x.v) j. The mappings P and Q from 3C to the self-adjoint operators on X

that are defined by the equations U(tx) =exp (iQ(x)), V(tx) =exp (iP(x)),

— co <ct < oo , are called an infinitesimal Bose-Einstein canonical system over 3C.

The main purpose of this section is to relate such canonical systems to

quasi-invariant distributions. To formulate this relation we need

Definition 6. Let T(-) be a unitary representation of a group G on a

complex Hilbert space X. A multiplier for T is a function W(-) on G to the

unitary operators on X such that T(-)W(-) is again a representation of G.

The multiplier is said to be relative to a ring ft of operators on X in case the

values of W(-) commute with all the elements of ft, and two multipliers are

equivalent relative to ft if they are unitarily equivalent via a unitary operator

that commutes with all the elements of ft.

The following result reduces the classification of Bose-Einstein canonical

systems to that of the classification of multipliers, together with the classifica-

tion of quasi-invariant distributions, within the type of equivalence just de-

fined, and absolute continuity, respectively. We treat here only the case
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when the representation space X is separable, for this suffices for the applica-

tions to field theory, and the method of proof is essentially the same in the

inseparable case, except that it is necessary to use a generalization of the

notion of distributions, in which the gage on the ring of the generalized dis-

tribution is not necessarily finite on the identity operator; the complications

that arise may be resolved by the methods well-known in the theory of the

structure of abelian rings of operators.

Theorem 5. Let m be a quasi-invariant abelian distribution defined every-

where on a (real) Hilbert space X. For any vector y in 3C, let cj>v denote the opera-

tion of translation through y, and set Dy = dmy/dm, where my is the translation

of m through y (my(x) =m(x) — (x, y)I). Let Uo(x) and V0(x) be the transforma-

tions on L2(X, m) defined as follows:

U0(x)f = exp (im(x))f,        F„(y)/ = &,(/)for1^,)]-"'"

(/ arbitrary in L2(X, m); x and y arbitrary in 3C). Let X be a complex Hilbert

space of dimension y, let U(x) and Vx(y) denote the transformations on P2(3C, m)

XX that are the respective direct products of U0(x) and V0(y) with the identity

on X, and let ft denote the ring generated by the U(x).

Then if W(-) is a continuous multiplier on G for the representation Vi(-)

relative to the ring ft, and if V(-)= Vi(■) W(■), the pair (U(-), F(•)) is a Bose-

Einstein canonical system over 3C. Conversely, the most general such system with

separable representation space is within unitary equivalence, a discrete direct sum

of systems of this type, one for each dimension y; and for each y the constituent

subsystem is unique, within absolute continuity of the defining distribution and

equivalence of the multipliers relative to A.

Taking the direct part of the theorem first, it is clear that C0() is a

unitary representation of 3C with the stated continuity property. There is no

special difficulty in verifying that F0 is likewise a unitary representation, but

its continuity requires examination. Note first that the restriction of m to an

arbitrary closed linear submanifold of 3C is quasi-invariant. Now it is well-

known that the only quasi-invariant distributions on finite-dimensional vec-

tor spaces are those equivalent to Lebesgue measure in the sense of absolute

continuity. In the case of any such distribution, it is easily seen that the con-

tinuous dependence of V0(y) on y, in the strong operator topology, is equivalent

to the well-known fact that f\f(x+y) —f(x)\2dx—>0 as y-^0 if/ is square-

integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure over the vector space, with ele-

ment dx.

Now if / is a tame operator, i.e. an element of the ring of the restriction

of m to a finite-dimensional submanifold, say 91, the continuity of V(y)f as a

function of y with values in P2(3C, m), as y ranges over the finite-dimensional

submanifold 9TC, reduces to a corresponding question in the finite-dimensional

space 91 + 9TC, which in view of the preceding has an affirmative answer. It
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results that V0(y)f is a continuous function of y relative to any fixed finite-

dimensional subspace 3TC, for each of a dense set of elements/ of L2(X, m).

Because of the unitary character of V0(y), V0(y)f is for arbitrary /' in

72(77, m) the uniform limit of V0(y)f with / a tame operator and hence

F0(y)/' depends continuously on y when y varies over a finite-dimensional

subspace. The remainder of the proof of the direct part of the theorem is a

straightforward adaptation of standard techniques and the details may be

omitted.

Conversely, let (U(-), F()) be a given Bose-Einstein canonical system

over 3C with separable representation space X. The relation, U(x) V(y) U( — x)

■V(—y)=ei(~x'y)I, shows that the inner automorphism of the ring of all

bounded operators on X that is induced by V(y) leaves invariant the abelian

ring (B generated by the U(x). By the structure theory for abelian rings of

operators [9], there exist unique mutually orthogonal projections Py in

(B (y = l, 2, • • • , =°) which commute with the V(y), whose ranges span X,

and such that the restriction of (B to the range of Py is, within unitary equiv-

alence, the set of all direct products of operators in a maximal abelian ring

ftT with the identity on a complex Hilbert space of dimension 7. Because of

the separability of X, there exists a (nonsingular) probability gage Ey on

ftY, and defining my(x) = Qy(x), where Qy(x) is the self-adjoint operator on the

range of Py such that exp (itQy(x))= Uy(tx), — °o <t< =0, where Uy(-) de-

notes the representation of the additive group of 3C obtained by contraction

of U( ■) to the invariant subspace consisting of the range of Py, it is clear that

my is a distribution on 3C (relative to the gage Ey). This distribution is quasi-

invariant because the commutation relations imply that Vy(—y)my(x)Vy(y)

= my(x) — (x, y)Iy, showing in fact that Vy(y) itself induces the automorphism

of translation through y. From these observations the remainder of the con-

verse part follows by familiar methods.

The canonical system (Uo, Vo), which evidently plays a fundamental role

in the foregoing, may be called the system determined by the quasi-invariant

distribution m on 3d. In the finite case any such system is irreducible. The

following result shows that this is the case somewhat more generally (although

it seems doubtful whether it holds for arbitrary quasi-invariant distributions),

and in particular holds for the canonical normal distribution on any Hilbert

space, in which case the result is essentially equivalent, via the duality trans-

form, to a result of Cook [Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 74 (1953) pp. 222-

245, Theorem 7]. Another form of the results asserts that vector translations

act ergodically on a Hilbert space, relative to any continuous quasi-invariant

distribution admitting a spanning set of finite-dimensional stochastically in-

dependent manifolds.

Corollary 5.0. The canonical system determined by a quasi-invariant dis-

tribution on a Hilbert space X is irreducible in case 3C is the direct sum of sto-

chastically independent finite-dimensional manifolds.
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To prove this, note that the Z7(x) generate the same ring 0t as that de-

termined by the m(x), which is maximal abelian, being both standard and

abelian. Hence any bounded linear operator P on P2(3C, m) that commutes

with both the U(x) and V(y) is an element of the ring of m that commutes

with all V(y). Hence for any operator 5 in (R, V(y)TS=TV(y)S, or <py(T)

■cpy(S)C= Tcpy(S)C, where C is the operator [<Py1(Dy)]~'-ll'2:). As C is invertible,

it results that 4>y(T) = T for arbitrary y in 3C.

To conclude the proof of irreducibility, it therefore suffices to show that

the only operators P in R such that cpy(T) = T for all y are scalar multiples

of the identity. To this end let Pu denote the operation of projecting 3C onto

the subspace 3TC, and let P'M denote the operation of projecting L2(X, m) onto

the subspace P2(9TC, m) of operators based on 9TC (i.e. affiliated with the ring

determined by the m(x) with x in 9TC). Then Pjf-*I strongly as 9TC ranges over

the directed system of finite direct sums of the given stochastically inde-

pendent subspaces, since these subspaces span and m is continuous (cf. the

proof of Theorem 2). Further, for any such subspace 311, P'Mcpy(S) = cpy(P'MS)

if y is in 9TC, for arbitrary 51 in 01.

For P'mX is for any X in 01 the conditional expectation of X with respect

to the subring 01a/ of 01 determined by the restriction of m to 917. To see this

it suffices, since P'mX is clearly affiliated with 01m, and is integrable as it is

in P2(3C, m), to show that E[P'M(X) Y]=E[XY] ior all self-adjoint Y in 01m-

This is clear from the fact that P'm is a projection on L2(X, m), so that

E[P'M(X)Y]=E[XP'M(Y)], which equals E[XY] because obviously P'MY

= Y. Now the operation of taking conditional expectation is easily seen to

be a contraction on L„, \ E [X\ P.v] | „ = |x |», by an argument similar to that

used to show it is a contraction on Pi. Note also that cpy takes Sl.it into itself,

for it takes m(x) (x in 911) into m(x) — (x, y)I, so that cpy(P'MS) is in Sim- As

obviously P'm4>v(S) ls m GLv, to prove the stated equality it suffices to show

that E[P'M(cpy(S))X]=E[cPy(PMS)X] for all self-adjoint X in <R„. By defini-
tion of the conditional expectation, E[P'M(cpy(S)X] = E[cpy(S)X], which in

turn equals E[Scp~l(X)Dy]. On the  other  hand,

E[cby(P'MS)X] = E[(P'MS)<by\x)Dy] = E[E{(P'MS)Dy\ SiM}fy\x)]

(as cpf^X) is in SiM) =E[P'u(S)E{Dv\ SiM}cpy-1(X)] (as the operation of tak-

ing the conditional expectation is multiplicative when one factor is affiliated

with the subring) = E[S<pv~1(X)E{Dy\ 01m} ] (by the definition of conditional

expectation). Hence the stated equality holds if (and only if) P[P„| 01m] =Dv,

which equation follows directly from the circumstances that M and its

orthocomplement are stochastically independent and that y is in M.

2. Transformations on canonical systems. The transformation of one

formal   Bose-Einstein   canonical   set   into   another:   Qj—* Qf,    Pk—^Pk

(j, k = l, 2, • • ■ ) is used frequently in the physical literature, and may be

called a pseudo-canonical transformation,  in distinction from  the strictly
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canonical type that are induced by a unitary transformation. The latter type

of transformation does not alter the spectra of operators, but a pseudo-

canonical transformation may well carry a well-defined self-adjoint operator

into an "infinite" one with vacuous domain. (This may be shown by consider-

ing the effect of the pseudo-canonical transformation Qj—^ajQ,, Pk-^a^Pk,

on a linear form in the Qj, a type of operator fairly typical of realistic inter-

action operators in field theory.)

The purpose of the present section is to illuminate the disparity between

pseudo- and strictly canonical transformations by showing that pseudo-

canonical transformations of a simple sort are generally not strictly canonical,

and by obtaining a necessary and sufficient condition for strict canonicity.

It is convenient to introduce the notion of a basic infinitesimal canonical sys-

tem, which we define as the restrictions to a basis for the underlying Hilbert

space 3d, ol an infinitesimal canonical system P(-), Q(-), over 3C. For sim-

plicity of statement we shall treat only the case of principal interest, in

which 3d is of denumerable dimension (the extension to the general case being

immediate). In this case a basic set may be written as a pair of sequences

Pi, Pi, ■ • ■ and Qi, Qi, • • • of self-adjoint operators, where Pj = P(ej) and

Qk = Q(ek), and ei, e2, • • •   is an orthonormal basis for 3C.

Corollary 5.1. Let Pi, Pi, ■ ■ ■ and Qi, Qi, ■ ■ ■ be the infinitesimal canon-

ical system over a Hilbert space X, relative to the orthonormal basis ei, e2, ■ ■ ■ of

X, which are stochastically independent with respect to the quasi-invariant abelian

distribution m on X, which determines the given canonical system. Let <pi, (pi, ■ ■ ■

be a sequence of continuously differentiable real-valued functions on the real line

with 4>{ (x) > 0 for all x and k.

Then in order that there exist a unitary transformation U such that U*Qk U

= <pk(Qk) (k = 1, 2, • • • ), it is necessary and sufficient that the following product

be convergent:

n r[pk(t)Pk(4>k(t))<pat)Y^dt,
k    J -»

where pk is the probability density of the distribution of the operator m(ek). In

the event that such a unitary operator exists, it may be chosen so that U*PkU is

affiliated with the ring determined by Pk and Qk (k = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ).

If there exists a unitary operator £7such that U*QkU = <pk(Qk) ( = Qt say),

for all k, let m'(x) = U*m(x)U. Then m' is absolutely continuous with re-

spect to m, so that by Theorem 2, the product H* [dmi /dmk\iin) must be

convergent. (Note that the ek are stochastically independent with respect to

m' as well as m.) A simple computation shows that this is termwise equal to

the given product.

Now suppose the given product is convergent. Let X„ = L2(Xn, mn),

where 3Cn is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by en (ra = l, 2, • • • ) and
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mn is the restriction of m to 3C„. Then Xn is unitarily equivalent to the space

L2( — co , oo ; pn) of all square-integrable complex-valued functions on the line,

relative to the probability density pn giving the distribution of m(en), in such

a way that Qk corresponds to multiplication by the function x. (Note that

the distribution of m(ek) is absolutely continuous because of the quasi-invari-

ance of m.) Let Wn denote the unitary operator on L2(— co, oo ; pn):f(t)

-^/(^1(0)[^n(<An-,(f))</»n'(</>»~1W)^«](1/2, (/arbitrary in 7C2(- =0, co ; pn) and

let Wn be the corresponding unitary operator on Xn, via the unitary equiva-

lence described (which is not unique, but a fixed one is chosen for each ra and

used thereafter). This induces an automorphism An: X—*W*XWn' on the

ring of all bounded linear operators on Xn. Now consider the condition of

Theorem 5, with reference to the formulation of (T,2(3C, m), I) as the product

of the (Xn, I) that was noted in connection with that theorem. It is easy to see

that the Xth factor is | (W\Z\, zx)|2, if IFx is a unitary operator implementing

the automorphism ^4x- Using the given form for W„ and noting that the

unitary equivalence taking W„' into Wn takes 7 into the function that is

identically one on (-co, oo), the factor (PF„'z„, z„) is readily evaluated as

identical with the rath factor in the product given in Corollary 5.1.

Thus there exists an automorphism A extending all the An in the fashion

indicated in Theorem 5. This automorphism has the form X—>U*XU tor

some unitary operator U, whose restriction to £2(3C„, mn) extends the trans-

formation induced by Wn'. It is clear that this takes Q„ into Qi and takes P„

into some self-adjoint operator on L2(3C„, m„), and any such operator is

affiliated with the ring determined by P„ and Qn because the system deter-

mined by a distribution in one dimension is irreducible.

In the foregoing result the Q„ were specified, while the P„' were not com-

pletely specified. The following result deals with the transformation question

for the case when the P„' are specified as well.

Corollary 5.2. Let Pi, P2, • • • araa* Qu Qi, • • • be as in Corollary 5.1, and

let P{, Pi, • • • and Q[, Qi, ■ ■ ■ be a second infinitesimal Bose-Einstein

canonical system over X, relative to the same base and on the same representation

space, and such that P„' awa" Q„' are affiliated with the ring determined by P„

araa" Qn. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a unitary transforma-

tion simultaneously transforming the Pi and Qj into the P\ and Qj

(i, j = 1,2, ■■■) is that: (1) for each n there exist a unitary transformation Un

transforming Pn and Qn simultaneously into Pn' and Qn' respectively, and

affiliated with the ring determined by Pn and Qn; (2) the product

n«- \J-°>Uk(t)pk(t)dt\ be convergent, where pk is as in Corollary 5.1 araa* u„ is

the transform of the function identically one on (— oo, co) under the transform

of Un by a unitary equivalence of Li(Xn, mn) with L2( — co, oo ; pn) (that takes

Qn into multiplication by x and Pninto the self-adjoint generator of translation).

Since P„ and Qn jointly act irreducibly on 7,2(3C„, m„), any automorphism
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of all bounded operators on this space is determined by its extended action

on Pn and Qn. Similarly Pi, P2, • ■ • and Qx, Q2, • • • form an irreducible set

on L2(X, m) and so any automorphism of all bounded operators on this space

is determined by its action on the P's and Q's. Thus there exists a unitary

transformation making the indicated transformation between the two canon-

ical systems if and only if there exists an automorphism A as in Theorem 5,

i.e. if and only if the product given there is convergent.

As illustrations of the use of the foregoing criteria and for their intrinsic

interest we consider some examples. In all cases considered the distribution

m will be taken to be the canonical normal distribution, as the corresponding

canonical system is that which is implicitly designated in the standard

theory,—in so far as there exists any designation beyond the commutation

relations (cf. Dirac [3]),—and is mathematically distinguished as well; and

it would be easy to treat more general cases along the same lines(4a).

Example 1. When may the transformation Qn—>anQn (an>0) be extended

to a strictly canonical transformation? Applying Corollary 5.1, there is a

unitary transformation implementing the transformation if and only if

-f-r    C  r 2 2 2 , (1/2) — (1/2)
11  I   [exp ( — t /2c) exp ( — akt /2c)ak]      (2wc) dt

is a convergent product, where c denotes the variance parameter of the dis-

tribution. Evaluating the integrals, it is found that this is equivalent to the

convergence of XI* (2a*/(l+£*)), showing that it is necessary (but not suffi-

cient) that ak—>1. An equivalent form of the condition, which may be ob-

tained by standard estimates, is that 22*, (ak— l)2 be convergent. In the event

of convergence, Pn may be transformed into a~xPn simultaneously with the

transformation of the Qn into the anQn.

Example 2. When is the transformation Qj—*Q,-, Pk^>Pk+akI, strictly

canonical? Here the transform of Un occurring in Corollary 5.2 is the opera-

tion /(£)—>eio"'f(t), so the existence of a unitary effecting the given transforma-

tion is equivalent to the convergence of the product

II f eia"' exp (-t2/2c)(2irc)-Wdt,
k    7

which leads readily to the condition that ]>3„ a2n be convergent. In particular,

the transformation Qj—*Q,, Pk-^>Pk+I (j,k = l,2, ■ ■ • ) is not strictly canon-

(4a) Indications of the existence of inequivalent representations are given in [4] and [5]-

In [4] systems analogous to those of Example 2 are cited; and an argument is given (pp. 149-

151) indicating that there exists a system \Pj, Qk\ of densely defined operators on Hilbert

space such that PjQk — QkPj = iSjt, and which is unitarily inequivalent to the system {Pj,

Qk+aitl], when £* fl£= «>. In [5] systems are cited corresponding to those of Example 1 for

the special case when the ak are bounded away from unity; the proof of inequivalence is not

indicated.
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ical, showing the existence of nontrivial multipliers for the case of an irre-

ducible canonical system arising from the canonical normal distribution,

and in fact of orthogonally invariant ones (i.e. such as are independent of the

choice of basis in 77).

Example 3. When is the transformation Qj—*Qj, Pk-^>Pk+o~kQk strictly

canonical? Mathematically the latter operators are not manifesty self-adjoint,

so it is more satisfactory to define them as the transforms of Pk under the

unitary transformation on Li(Xk, mk) corresponding to the transformation on

the line:/(x)—>exp (ix2ak/2)f(x). A computation analogous to that in Exam-

ple 2 leads to the condition that ^„ an be convergent.

Example 4. The method used to obtain Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 applies

more generally to e.g. the case when 3C is the direct sum of stochastically

independent finite-dimensional submanifolds. An example of this shows, in

very rough physical terms, that there exists no unitary transformation taking

a pair of identical uncoupled bosons into the corresponding pair of bosons

coupled in bilinear fashion. Mathematically this may be formulated as fol-

lows. 3C = 3C(1)+3C(_1>, where there is a distinguished isomorphism between

3C(1) and 3C(_1) taking the orthonormal basis {ej1'} of 3C(1) (j= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) into

the orthonormal basis {e)~n } of 3C(_1). The basic infinitesimal canonical oper-

ators may be correspondingly labeled as Pja> and Q)a) (a = ± 1; j — 1, 2, • • •).

Now consider the pseudo-canonical transformation Q'f—>Qj"\ Pf—^Pf

+ Q)~a); as in Example 3, the latter operator is to be strictly defined as the

transform of Pf under the unitary transformation on £2(3Cy, mj), where Xj is

the two-dimensional subspace of X spanned by the ef (ct= ±1), correspond-

ing to the transformation of functions on the plane,/(x, y)—*eixyf(x, y). The

stochastically independent subspaces 3C, are here two-dimensional, which is

clearly immaterial for the proof of Corollary 5.2, and the implementability

of the given transformation by a unitary is equivalent to the convergence of

the product Ht r*> with rk=ffeixy exp [- (x2+y2)/2c](2wc)-1dxdy. As T* 5*1,

the product diverges.

III. Fermi-Dirac canonical systems

1. Covariant systems with a trace. It is difficult to achieve significant re-

sults in this case without making fuller use of the physical desiderata than

was necessary in the Bose-Einstein case. In field theory one is concerned not

with arbitrary canonical systems, but in principle only with those that are

covariant and admit a trace. More precisely, a system {P( •), Q( ■)}, over X,

may be said to be covariant with respect to a representation U of a group G

by orthogonal transformations on 3C and a unitary representation V of G on

the representation space X on which the system operators act, in case

P(U(a)x) = T(a)-1P(x)T(a)    and    Q(U(a)x) = T(a)-1Q(x)T(a),

for arbitrary a in G and x in X. The system may be said to admit a trace in

case there exists a linear functional E^Oon the ring determined by the Q(x),
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that is positive: P(^4 *A)^0 for any bounded operator A in the ring, and

central: E(A * A) =E(AA *) always. The manner indicated earlier of going

from free to interacting fields preserves these features, which are present in

the free field case based on the Clifford distribution [12].

In the present section we treat only the simple case when G is the group

of all orthogonal transformations on 3C, and U and T are the corresponding

natural representations. Specifically, U(a)=a, while X is the space of all

square-integrable operators on 3C (relative to the Clifford distribution), on

which G acts canonically to give the representation T of G. It will be clear that

the proof applies to a certain apparently fairly substantial class of subgroups

of the orthogonal group (quite possibly including all images of complex semi-

simple Lie groups under irreducible representations).

The basic canonical system here may be called the "free-field" system (cf.

[12])(6), and for present purposes may be defined as follows. Let K0 be the

(essentially unique) algebra over the complex field with an adjunction opera-

tion *, that contains and is generated (as an algebra) by the real Hilbert

space 3C together with a unit e0, bears a probability gage E, and is such that

xy+yx = (x, y)e0 ior arbitrary x and y in 3C. Let X be the completion of X0

with respect to the inner product (u, v)=E(v*u), for arbitrary u and v in

Xo, and let multiplication be defined between an element of 3Co and an ele-

ment of X by continuous extension of the multiplication in 3Co. The free-

field system (P, Q) over 3C is then given by the equations

P(x)u = iQ,u-x2-^l2\        Q(x)u = 2-Wx-u,

where 12 is the continuous extension to 3C of the automorphism of X0 induced

by the transformation x—-> — x on X. A closely related system (P', Q') with

P'(x) = — P(x), Q'(x)=Q(x), might be called the anti-free-field system, for

from a physical outlook it differs from the foregoing system only in having

negative rather than positive occupation numbers. It is not unitarily equiva-

lent to the free-field system, when X is infinite-dimensional, but may be ob-

tained from it by transforming by a conjugation (or involutory anti-unitary

operator) (6).

Theorem 6. Let P(-) and Q(-) be linear maps from the real infinite-dimen-

sional Hilbert space X to the self-adjoint operators on the Hilbert space X of all

square-integrable operators with respect to the Clifford distribution on 3C.

Suppose that:

(1) P(Ux)=Y(U)~lP(x)Y(U)  and  Q(Ux)=T(U)-1Q(x)T(U),  where for

(6) On p. 174 of this reference, the equation Cx = (P(x)+iQ(x))2<im should be replaced by

the equation Cx = (P(x) -\-iQ(x))2~ul2'> to obtain a correct definition of the P(x) and Q{x).

(6) Examples of inequivalent Fermi-Dirac canonical systems were known to J. von Neumann

(according to verbal communication from him), and in fact it follows from a result cited in [16,

p. 77], that such a system may generate a ring of type II„. However, such a system can not be

obtained by transformation of the free-field system, and seems likely to be physically inap-

propriate.
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any orthogonal operator U on X, T(U) is the induced operator on X;

(2) there exists a trace on the ring determined by the Q(x);

(3) (P( ■), Q(-)) form a Fermi-Dirac canonical system over X (i.e. Q(x)Q(y)

+ Q(y)Q(x) = (x, y)I = P(x)P(y)+P(y)P(x) and Q(x)P(y)+P(y)Q(x) =0 for
arbitrary x and y in X).

Then the system (P(-), (?(■)) w unitarily equivalent either to the free-field

canonical system or to its transform under a conjugation.

It is no essential loss of generality to normalize the given trace function £

on the ring ft generated by the Q(x) by requiring £(7) = 1.

For any finite-dimensional subspace 971 of 3C, the Q(x) for x in 3TC generate

a subalgebra &m of the ring ft determined by the Q(x), x ranging over X,

that is isomorphic to the Clifford algebra over 9TC. Now when 3TC has even

dimension, it is isomorphic to a total matrix algebra, on which there is

clearly a unique function Em having the properties of the contraction to Au

of £,—namely, the normalized trace. Therefore £ agrees on the finite prod-

ucts of the Q(x) with the expectation relative to the Clifford distribution;

and these span a dense subset of A, so that £ must agree with the expectation

functional for the Clifford distribution on X.

Thus it may be assumed that Q(x) = Qo(x). Now set

W(x) = [P(x) - Po(x)]Q,

where £2 is the automorphism induced by the transformation x—> — x, on

Li(X, m). Then W(x) commutes with all Q(y), y in X. Now as rat is a stand-

ard representative, ft is the left ring of a Hilbert algebra X0 (which may

be taken to include all bounded elements), so that any bounded linear

operator commuting with any set of generators for it must be a right multi-

plication by a bounded element of the Hilbert algebra. Hence W(x) is the

operation of right multiplication by an element w(x) of 3Co, and as this ele-

ment is unique, w(-) is linear on X to 3Co. By covariance, T(U)w(x) =w(Ux),

for any orthogonal transformation U on 77. We show next that this implies

that w(x)=aq(x), for some constant a, where a(x) is that element of the

Hilbert algebra such that Q(x) is the operation of left multiplication by q(x).

To this end, let w' and V denote the transforms of w and V under the

duality transform [12]. The relation T'(U)w'(x)=w'(Ux) then holds, and

as T'(U) commutes with the operations of projection on the subspaces of all

skew-symmetric r-tensors (r = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ •), it is no essential loss of generality

to assume that w'(x) is for all x a pure r-tensor. The case r = 0 is ruled out by

the linearity of w, so we need only show that it is impossible that r> 1. Now

w' is a linear transformation from X into the Hilbert space 3C(r) of skew-

symmetric r-tensors over the complex extension of X, and the above equation

states that it connects the identical representation U—+U of the orthogonal

group on X with a subrepresentation of that induced in the skew-symmetric
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r-tensors. This connection holds in particular for the subgroup of the orthog-

onal group leaving invariant the orthocomplement of any finite-dimensional

subspace of X. But the known form of the action of the orthogonal group on

tensors (see e.g. H. Weyl, The classical groups, Princeton, 1939) precludes an

inclusion between the representation induced in the skew-symmetric r-

tensors (r>l) and the given group (as acting on vectors), if the dimension

of the vector space exceeds r. As this vector space may here be taken to be of

arbitrarily high dimensions, it follows that r=l.

Thus P(x) =Po(x)+aP5(I)iL where RQ(X) is the operation of right multi-

plication by q(x), =yPo(x) for some constant y. From the requirement that

P(x)2 = P0(x)2 = 7/2, it results that y= ±1, yielding the free-field and anti-

free-field canonical systems.

It is easily seen that these two systems are equivalent under a conjuga-

tion, in fact the duality transform of the canonical conjugation on the space

of covariant skew-symmetric tensors over the complex extension of X is a

conjugation effecting the equivalence. To show that the two systems are

not unitarily equivalent, assume on the contrary that there exists a unitary

operation P effecting such an equivalence: T~lQ(x)T = Q(x) and T~lP(x)T

= —P(x), for all x in X. Then P is in the commutor of the ring generated by

the Q(x), and so by the known form for the commutor of a standard ring,

must be a right multiplication by some element t of the Hilbert ring of the

Clifford distribution.

The transformation properties of the P(x) under P then signify that

Q,t-x= —x-t, ior all x in X. Taking adjoints and noting that t* =t~1, it fol-

lows that also x-Q,t= —t-x. It results that Q,t — t commutes with all x and

ilt+t anti-commutes with all x. Now the ring of the Clifford distribution on

an infinite-dimensional space is a factor, so that Q,t — t must be a scalar

multiple of the identity, and taking expectations, it follows that Qt —1 = 0.

Thus it suffices to show that tx= —xt can hold for all x only when t = 0. Now

all elements t of the Hilbert space that is the completion of the Hilbert algebra

of the Clifford distribution that satisfy these equations form a subspace that

is invariant under the orthogonal group on X, acting in canonical fashion.

Using the duality transform, and noting that the orthogonal group on X acts

irreducibly on the covariant skew-symmetric (square-integrable) r-tensors

over the complex extension of X (by approximation with the case of the

finite-dimensional orthogonal group, along lines parallel to those developed

in detail in the case of the unitary group in [ll]), it follows that there is a

nontrivial solution t to the equations tx= —xt, x arbitrary in X, only if there

exists a rank r such that the equation holds for all t that are duality trans-

forms of r-tensors. But if t = exe2.er, and x = ei or er+x depending on the

parity of r, where ex, e2, • • • , er+x are orthonormal in X, the equation fails

to hold.

2. Transformations on canonical systems. This section presents a result
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on the Fermi-Dirac case that is parallel to the result in Part II on trans-

formation of Bose-Einstein canonical systems, relative to a given orthonor-

mal basis. A Fermi-Dirac canonical system over X may be defined as an

ordered pair (P(-), (2(0) 0I linear maps from X to the bounded self-adjoint

linear operators on a complex Hilbert space X, satisfying condition (3) of

Theorem 7. The two sequences {P(ey)}, {(?(ey)} 0 = 1, 2, • • • ), where

Ci, e2, • • • is an orthonormal basis for X, may be called a canonical system

relative to the basis eu e2, ■ ■ ■ . The following corollary treats only the case of

principal interest, but its method applies somewhat more generally to systems

admitting a trace.

Corollary 5.3. Let Pu Pi, ■ ■ ■ and Qu Qi, - - - be the Fermi-Dirac free-

field canonical system over the real Hilbert space X, with respect to an orthonormal

basis d, ei, • ■ ■ , with representation space X. Let P{, Pi, ■ ■ • and

Qi, Qi, • ■ • be two sequences of bounded self-adjoint operators on X such

that PI Pi +PlP'j = 15jk = QlQl + QiQj, while Pj Qi + Qi Pj = 0
(j, k = 1, 2, • • • ), and with PJ and Qj in the ring (Ry generated by Pj and Qj.

A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a unitary operator U on

K such that U*PjU = Pj and U*QjU = Qj (j=l, 2, ■ ■ • ) is that the product

TLi \(wn+wi2+w2i+'W22)/2\ be convergent, where (wT$) is a 2X2 matrix

corresponding to a unitary element Fw) in (Ry such that Vu)~1PjV^) =Pj,

Vu)~1QjVU) = Qj , in an isomorphism of (Ry with the algebra of all 2X2 matrices

that takes

a^C -°)
and

It is clear that (Ry is isomorphic to the Clifford algebra on a two-dimen-

sional space and hence to a 2X2 matrix algebra (in a fashion preserving the

adjoint as well as the usual algebraic operations). The unitary transformation

VU) therefore exists and is unique within multiplication by a scalar unitary

matrix, which does not affect the factors in the infinite product.

To prove the corollary, note that the Clifford distribution on a Hilbert

space may be obtained as the skew product of its restrictions to one-dimen-

sional subspaces spanned by the respective ey. Now the Clifford algebra in

one dimension is spanned byelements/0 and/i with/o/i =/i/o =/i and/o =fl =/o

(taking the variance parameter of the distribution as unity, which is no essen-

tial loss of generality). It may be represented therefore as the direct sum of

two copies of the complex number field, with/0=(l, 1) and/i = (l, —1). In

this representation the free-field P and Q defined above are readily computed

to have the form:
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p = 2-W ( )
\-i    0/

and

e = 2""'!,(o-7'

Now according to Theorem 5 the existence of a unitary operator U with the

stated property is equivalent to the convergence of YLj I (VU)I, I) |2, where

7 here denotes the identity element of the ring of the Clifford distribution

(note that | (^x(Px)zx, Zx) = |(CxZx, Zx)|2 in case the automorphism Ax is

induced by the unitary operator Cx). From the rules E(fl) =E(f\) = 1 while

P(/i)=0, it follows that the inner product on the Clifford algebra in the

above representation has the form ((on, a2), (yi, yi)) = (aiyi+a2y2)/2. Now

(FW, I) = (W(')fo,fo), where W«> is the matrix («#>), and evaluating the

indicated inner product it results that the jth factor in the product given in

Corollary 5.3 is precisely the square root of the jth factor in the product given

in Theorem 5.

Example 3.1. Consider the transformation Pj—>P,! = P,- cos Oj — Qj sin Oj,

Qi^QI =Pj sin Qj + Qj cosdj (j = l, 2, • • ■). It is readily checked that the
transformation is pseudo-canonical (i.e. the P/ and Qj satisfy the Fermi-

Dirac anti-commutation relations). In fact one computes without difficulty

that WU) may be taken as

/ cos (Oj/2)     i sin (0//2)\

\i sin (dj/2)     cos (0,-/2) / '

The transformation is therefore implementable by a unitary operator if and

onlyif the product !J71 (cos (0,/2)+isin (0,-/2))\ is convergent, which is always

the case. It is easy to describe rather explicitly in this case the transforming

unitary: it is the duality transform of the unitary transformation on the skew-

symmetric tensors over the complex extension Xc of X, that is induced by

the unitary transformation on 77c that takes e,- into exp (i0j/2)e,

(.7 = 1,2, • • •).
Example 3.2. In the case of the transformation P,—*—Pj, Qj-^Qj, WU)

may be taken as

c -:>
and all the factors in the given product vanish, so that the transformation

can not be effected by a unitary equivalence. Thus a second proof is obtained

for the inequivalence of the free-field and anti-free-field systems described in

connection with Theorem 7. It also follows that the transformation Pj—>Q,-,
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Qj—>Pj, is not canonical, in the strict sense.

Example 3.3. In the case of the transformation P,-^i2ill2)PjQj, Qj^Qj,

the transforming matrix Wu) may be taken as

c :>
and it follows that the indicated transformation is not strictly canonical.

Example 3.4. As in the Bose-Einstein case, the method involved in

Corollary 5.3 applies whenever the distribution is represented as the skew

product of distributions on finite-dimensional subspaces; it is not necessary

that the subspaces be one-dimensional. On the other hand, it is not at all

essential to make use of explicit isomorphisms between Clifford numbers and

matrices. The following example illustrates both of these points. It is per-

tinent to the bilinear interaction between fermions, and indicates that as in

the case of bosons, there exists no actual 5-operator transforming the un-

coupled into the coupled field operators.

Let X = X(1) + X(_1), where X(1) and X(_1) are isomorphic in a distinguished

fashion, which takes the basis {ef} of X(1) into that {e]_1)} of X^. Set

Qf = Q(ef>) and Pf=P(ef), where (P(-), Q(-)) is the free-field system over
X. Now consider the following transformation: Pf*-*Pf" = Pf>, while

Ik) <k), (k) (-k)     .
Qi   -» Qi     = Qi    cos 0 + Q,       sin 0.

(In a formal manner, which is quite unrigorous, except in the relatively trivial

case that 77 is finite-dimensional, this transformation is obtained by trans-

forming the free-field system by the formally unitary, but actually generally

nonexistent, operator 5 = exp (O^j Ql^Qj^)-)

We apply Theorem 5 to the decomposition of X as the direct sum of the

two-dimensional subspaces spanned by ef and e)~l). The Clifford algebra

over such a two-dimensional subspace is generated by elements fo, and f+i,

such that/0/±i=/±i/o=/+i,/|1=/o=/o, and/i/_i= —f-ifi. The corresponding

(9's are then Q±l: u—>2_(1/2)/-tiW, where u is arbitrary in the Clifford algebra.

The indicated transformation Q±l-+Q±1', P±1-*P±1'( = P±1) may be effected

as follows: T—*R*TR, where R is the operation u—*r-u, and r = cos (0/2)

+/i/_i sin (0/2). Thus implementability of the given transformation by a

unitary operator is equivalent to the convergence of Yli "iii where y,

= | (Rfo,fo) I • Now (Rfo,fo) =E(R) (since R is in the algebra generated by the

Q±i) =tr(r) =cos (0/2). Thus it is only in the trivial case when 0 is congruent

to zero modulo 27r that the interacting (scattered) field canonical system is

unitarily equivalent to the free-field system.
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